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Studentnest chooses WizIQ Virtual Classroom to provide live one to one tutoring via the Internet.

Solution Overview

Industry - Education

Challenges

Provide live, one to one maths tutoring services to students under NCLB (No Child Left Behind) Act of California State.

Benefits

- Integrated WizIQ Virtual Classroom in 2005, quick and easy without any additional investment.
- Takes advantage of WizIQ Virtual Classroom to facilitate one to one tutoring between subject matter expert and student.
- 6 years of satisfied collaboration with WizIQ, total 64,985 sessions scheduled and 29,814 total classes attendees till date.
- Promote quality education for students of schools identified for Program Improvement under No Child Left Behind (NCBL) Act of 2001.
- Reinforce tutoring with audio, video, chat, special maths tools on whiteboard and downloadable recordings of each session.

Solution

WizIQ Virtual Classroom

Studentnest, a premier tutoring service based in Fresno, California is the brainchild of Chander Joshi and Monika Joshi. Studentnest is approved by the state of California under the NCLB Act to provide one to one tutoring services for students of under-performing schools.

Overcoming physical challenges

Mostly schools have large class sizes and it is difficult for teachers to pay good attention to all the students. Average students usually find it difficult to grasp concept within this short attention span of the school teacher. Studentnest one to one tutoring is an educational service designed to supplement school teaching. However, the challenge for studentnest was to bring subject matter expert and students on the same platform and facilitate customized tutoring.

Studentnest integrated with WizIQ’s Virtual Classroom in 2005 to provide live virtual tutoring session to students residing throughout California. Student and teacher take live class via Virtual Classroom with audio, video, chat, content library and whiteboard tools. Students and teachers at varying location and Time Zones connect instantly through Virtual Classroom. All tutoring sessions are recorded allowing revision for students and review by parents to ensure quality learning. Studentnest conducts tutoring sessions 24 X 7 as per convenience of students, parents and schools.

“ Studentnest.com is not designed to replace the traditional classroom learning experience between teacher and student, rather, it is structured to augment and enhance the traditional teaching method. ”

Chander Joshi, CEO and co-founder of Studentnest.com
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Overcoming psychological challenge

Driving children for tuition classes after school hours has always been a challenge for parents. However, with WizIQ Virtual Classroom students take tuition classes from the comfort of their home. As Monika Joshi, co-owner of Studentnest says, “For parents who know what it is like driving their children to tutors, this will be easy, they can do it from home.”

Cost effective WizIQ e-teaching tools

WizIQ Virtual Classroom facilitates quality education at very nominal price. Innumerable tools like audio, video, text chat and hand raise takes real-time collaboration to the next level. Further content library for sharing any type of file types, whiteboard tools built into Virtual Classroom to write formulas with arrows, visual cues to associate the math with the pictures, graph, geometry diagram, etc. makes teaching online effective. With multilingual interface, teachers can even teach in the language their students understand. WizIQ records all the sessions that helps students to revise and comprehend the concepts taught in the classroom.

WizIQ Virtual Classroom is an innovative and pioneering initiative to stimulate an enriching learning experience.